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Phonics Made Easy Flash Cards will help your child understand the sounds of letters and letter

combinations, which make learning to read and spell easy. Perfect for home or school!Ages 6 and

up.
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There is a debate over whether whole-word instruction or phonics is better for learning to read. The

scientific evidence convincincly shows that a phonic/phonetic approach is better for developing

knowledge of encoding/decoding rules of language. A child who only learns whole words will have a

tougher time spelling, and may guess at pronunciations or meanings of new words within his or her

vocabulary, whereas things are just easier with phonics due to greater contextual knowledge of

even new words. That said, the approaches are not mutually exclusive-- even though phonics

should be learned, learning common sight words as well can greatly increase reading confidence

and speed (fluency).Each of these whimsically illustrated cards features a front with a phoneme,

either a single letter (in upper and lower case) or combination. The front features multiple

illustrations related to the same sound-- for instance, "ch" might show a chicken on a chair holding a

cheese. These may improve recall by serving as mnemonic aids; it's hard to forget a combo like the

one just mentioned.On the back is a smaller illustration in single color, with a list of words in large

bold type featuring the letter or combination. Many of the cards also feature a smaller list at the



bottom of more advanced words with the same letter or combination, adding to the reusability of the

cards as the child grows in knowledge.I highly recommend these cards. They are a fun, easy

introduction to phonics that will give a child an advantage in learning new words for the future.

I thought my 7 year old daughter would be bored with these, but the pictures keep her attention. She

really likes the cards.The cards consist of all the letters of the alphabet and two letter combinations,

like "sn", "th", "fl", etc. Each card has a picture on the front, and several word examples on the back

of each card. I think this is great for visual learners because as they say, a picture is worth a

thousand words. It's far easier for my child to picture a crow wearing a crown than to memorize what

"cr" sounds like.The only reason I give it four star instead of five is because I wish it had three or

four letter combinations, like "ion", or "ough". But overall, very happy with my purchase and it serves

it's purpose very well.

My experience using these cards with little children has been very positive. Before purchasing, I had

not fully appreciated how much time and effort on my part would be required to use the cards. I was

also surprised how little children enjoy using them and don't get tired of them. Advances made

proved that it was an incredibly worthwhile learning tool to use.

I bought a bunch of these cards for my son because he was having a little trouble in school. Having

ADHD, it is hard for him to focus on something "boring" for long. These cards have been a lifesaver

for both of us. He can focus for way longer than if we were doing it just on paper and we even make

it a game at times.These are the ones I bought and have used with great success:-Time and

Money-Phonics Made Easy-Sight Words-Alphabet-Math War

As a former teacher, I am convinced phonics is the way to go, and these cards are bright and

cheery! Our three-year-old grandson is doing well with these!

Really a waste of money. It's basically a set of alphabet cards. Some basic consonant combinations

(ch, sn, ph) but no vowel combinations. The pack is rated for 6 and up, more appropriate for pre-K

to Kindergarten.

I bought these cards because I liked how the images appeared in the photo to be hand drawn

illustrations instead of computer generated graphics. Unfortunately, the version in the photo is the



older version and the never version has been updated to computer generated graphics... in other

words, the item does not match the image shown. I will use the cards with my son, but I find the

computer graphics to be less charming.The problem is that the School Zone Company does not

change their product codes with new versions of the same product even when there are changes

between versions. Then sellers list their item by the product codes and end up with all of the

versions under one image so you don't know really what you are buying. Fortunately the cards are

pretty much the same between the two versions I compared.

Bought these flash cards for my pre-school Granddaughter. They will be a good learning tool for her

as she learns her letters and their sounds. Cards are bright with interesting photos on them. They

arrived within alloted time frame and were well packaged. A great learning tool for little kids to help

them learn the sounds and application of letters. Ellen P.
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